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Hsp104 provides a valuable model for the many essential proteo-
static functions performed by the AAA+ superfamily of protein
molecular machines. We developed and used a powerful hydrogen
exchange mass spectrometry (HX MS) analysis that can provide
positionally resolved information on structure, dynamics, and ener-
getics of the Hsp104 molecular machinery, even during functional
cycling. HX MS reveals that the ATPase cycle is rate-limited by ADP
release from nucleotide-binding domain 1 (NBD1). The middle do-
main (MD) serves to regulate Hsp104 activity by slowing ADP re-
lease. Mutational potentiation accelerates ADP release, thereby
increasing ATPase activity. It reduces time in the open state, thereby
decreasing substrate protein loss. During active cycling, Hsp104
transits repeatedly betweenwhole hexamer closed and open states.
Under diverse conditions, the shift of open/closed balance can lead
to premature substrate loss, normal processing, or the generation of
a strong pulling force. HX MS exposes the mechanisms of these
functions at near-residue resolution.
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The homohexameric Hsp104 disaggregase is a highly studied
member of the AAA+ superfamily of molecular machines,

which perform myriad biological functions (1–5). Hsp104 trans-
duces the favorable energy of ATP binding and hydrolysis
through local and global structure changes (6, 7) to drive the
forceful energy-requiring disaggregation of substrate proteins by
drawing them into and sometimes through its narrow axial pore
(8–11). In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, it functions to reactivate
proteins that aggregate due to environmental stress including
heat and chemical shock (12–17). Perversely, WT-type Hsp104
can appear unable to unfold even weakly structured amorphous
aggregates (in the absence of cochaperones Hsp70 and Hsp40),
but it can both foster and disrupt prion amyloid (10, 18–22) and,
when potentiated, it is able to dismantle even ultrastable ag-
gregates such as TDP-43 fibrils and α-synuclein amyloid (19,
23–25). These properties suggest its possible use as a therapeutic
agent (24). However, the structural and dynamical mechanisms
that produce and relieve self-inhibition and regulate Hsp104
function more broadly remain poorly understood.
The structure of Hsp104 in its different functional forms has

been solved at high resolution by cryo-electron microscopy
(cryo-EM) and X-ray crystallography (6, 26–28). Each of the six
Hsp104 protomers consists of an N-terminal domain (NTD), two
conserved AAA+ nucleotide-binding domains (NBD1 and
NBD2) with NBD1 split by an intervening middle domain (MD),
and a C-terminal domain (CTD). Functionally important ele-
ments include a nucleotide-binding Walker A motif in both
NBDs and loops responsible for binding substrate proteins and
translocating them through a central axial pore (27, 29, 30).
Cryo-EM results for Hsp104 obtained as snapshots during active
cycling also define alternative global-scale hexamer conforma-
tions: the open, closed, and extended forms (6, 27, 31). The open
state has a large central pore (30 Å diameter), unstructured pore
loops, binds substrate protein weakly, and accounts for a domi-
nant fraction of the cycling population. The same conformation
is adopted by the static protein in the presence of bound ADP.

The closed conformation has a narrow central pore (10 Å di-
ameter), and tightly structured pore loops, which bind substrate
strongly. It populates in the presence of the slowly hydrolyzing
ATP analog ATPγS (6) and in a mutant that is able to bind but
not hydrolyze ATP (31). An extended conformation seen by
cryo-EM (6, 31) is much like the closed conformation, but is
distinguished by a single offset protomer interface suggested to
drive substrate translocation by an alternation (ratcheting) be-
tween the closed and extended states. Similar translocation
models have been suggested for other AAA+ proteins (32).
We previously developed and used hydrogen exchange mass

spectrometry (HX MS) (33–40) to study the structure of WT
Hsp104 in physiological solution (7). HX MS was able to dis-
tinguish the large-scale open and closed/extended states under
static and actively cycling conditions but not the closed and ex-
tended states, which we will refer to as the closed state. At a finer
level HX MS proved able to characterize the various working
and nonworking elements throughout Hsp104 including flexible
elements that escape imaging methods. This paper reports the
exploitation of these capabilities to study Hsp104 function and its
regulation during active functional cycling.
A pivotal result is that the ATPase cycle is normally rate-

limited by release of ADP from the NBD1 active site in the
open state, which therefore becomes a principal regulatory
control point. The slow rate-limiting ADP off rate prolongs oc-
cupation of the ADP-bound open state. This favors the loss of
weakly bound substrate, counteracting the processing of even
unstable amorphous aggregates. The autoinhibitory mechanism
that down-regulates the potentially cytotoxic capability of WT
Hsp104 is vested in an MD to MD cross-protomer bridge that
forms only in the ADP-bound open state and suppresses the
dynamics that allow ADP release. The three potentiated Hsp104
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mutants studied here act by speeding ADP release through
mechanisms that differ in detail, which we define. Faster ADP
release from NBD1 potentiates activity in two ways. Accelerating
the ATPase cycle increases the power output of the Hsp104
machine. Diminishing the cycle time spent in the ADP-bound
open state counters substrate protein loss (6, 41, 42). Different
conditions can cause these two determinants, ATPase activity
and substrate loss, to concur or conflict, which helps to explain
some otherwise puzzling behavior. A second formative result is
that Hsp104 cycles repeatedly through the open state to allow
ADP to ATP exchange. Transition to the open state promotes
substrate loss, but it may also be coordinated to generate a strong
translocation force by allowing the combined action of several
ATPase events.

Results
Potentiation Enhances ATPase Activity. The mutational potentia-
tion of Hsp104 promotes faster ATP turnover and the ability to
solubilize neurodegenerative amyloids and mitigate their toxicity
(23, 24, 43). Many known potentiation sites are located in the
Hsp104MD, in the MD-NBD1 interface, or close to the nucleotide-
binding site in NBD1 (24, 43). We selected three mutations (A503S,
E360R, I187F) as representative of these three classes (43). Fig. 1
illustrates their position relative to the Hsp104 NBD1 and NBD2
nucleotide-binding sites.
We measured ATPase activity over the range of ATP con-

centrations using a coupled enzyme assay (Fig. 2A and SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S1). The WT parameters, kcat = 1.2 s−1 per protomer
and Km = 4.5 mM, are in good agreement with previous reports
given the different assay conditions applied (44, 45) (Methods).
The accelerated ATPase activity of the potentiating mutants is
due mainly to a kcat effect, ∼2-fold faster than WT for E360R
and ∼5-fold for A503S and I187F. Accelerated ATPase is also
associated with increased sigmoidicity, indicating increased
cooperativity between protomers within the hexamer. The I187F
variant with highest kcat shows the largest Hill coefficient of 3.3.
The other mutants are less cooperative with smaller Hill coef-
ficients of 2 for E360R and 1.3 for A503S. These parameters are
listed in Table 1.

HX MS. To seek the mechanistic determinants of Hsp104 inter-
actions, we further developed and used a nonperturbing HX MS
analysis (33, 36, 40, 47). The method obtains positional resolu-
tion of HX behavior by quenching timed H to D exchanged
samples to a condition where HX is largely halted (pH 2.5, 0 °C),
proteolyzing the D-labeled protein into many small fragments by
brief exposure to pepsin, then roughly separating the fragments
by fast liquid chromatography, and analyzing them for their D
content by mass spectrometry. Each peptide fragment reports on
the protein segment that it represents in the native protein. We
reproducibly find ∼250 identifiable peptides that report on all
segments throughout the entire Hsp104 protein in all datasets
with good signal/noise. Peptides were monitored over their entire
HX time scale, which provides a complete picture of the entire
Hsp104 protein, avoiding a lamentable imperfection in many HX
studies. A complete collection of time-dependent D-uptake cen-
troid plots for WT Hsp104 and the three mutants studied in the
apo, ADP-bound, and ATP-cycling states is in SI Appendix.

HX MS Can Measure Fast Rate-Limiting ADP Dissociation. Release of
the hydrolysis product ADP has been reported to be the rate-
limiting step of several ATPases (48–52). If this is true for
Hsp104, it would spend most of the ATPase cycle time in the
ADP-bound open state. Consistently, cryo-EM snapshots find
actively cycling Hsp104 predominantly (∼80%) in the open
conformation, both with and without substrate (see figure 6A of
ref. 6). Potentiating mutations might then increase ATPase ac-
tivity by accelerating ADP dissociation.

Measuring ADP release from Hsp104 is challenging and has
not been reported. Steady-state ATP turnover time is in the
range of 1 s, making commonly applied methods difficult to
implement. Also, the two NBD active sites of Hsp104, with dif-
ferent rates, can make measurement ambiguous. The ability of
HX MS to distinguish HX throughout the protein makes it
possible to resolve the fast kinetics of ADP release separately at
the two NBD sites in the different potentiated variants. Fig. 2 B
and C show H to D exchange results for two peptides that
contain the Walker A segments responsible for nucleotide
binding in NBD1 and NBD2 (7). In the absence of bound nu-
cleotide, the half time for HX labeling of both Walker A seg-
ments is ∼200 ms corresponding to a low HX protection
(protection factor ∼10, 22 °C, pD 7.85, Fig. 2). With ADP bound,
HX rates of the Walker A segments in the different mutational
variants are slowed by up to 100-fold (Fig. 2 B and C). This
situation allows fast ADP release to be measured.
Scheme 1 formalizes the kinetic relationships. When ADP-

bound Hsp104 is diluted into D2O with low free ADP concen-
tration, the dissociation of bound ADP initiates a kinetic com-
petition between the H to D exchange reaction (kex) and ADP
rebinding (kon[ADP]), as in Scheme 1. If kex >> kon[ADP], H to
D labeling will occur when ADP dissociates. Scheme 1 is then
reduced to Scheme 2, in which case ADP dissociation from
Walker A will be followed by irreversible D-labeling, measuring
the rate of the ADP off reaction.

Walker   A(H) pADP ⇄
koff

kon[ADP]
Walker  A(H) + ADP→Walker   A(D)

+ ADP

(Scheme 1)

Walker   A(H) pADP→
koff Walker   A(H) + ADP→Walker   A(D)

+ ADP

(Scheme 2)

ADP Dissociation from NBD1. For NBD1, the condition for Scheme
2 was ensured by using low free ADP concentration where
rebinding is slow and the elevated pD of 8.35 where HX is fast.
Hsp104 was preincubated with 500 μM ADP and then diluted by
10-fold into D2O to initiate ADP dissociation and H to D la-
beling. Timed samples were then submitted to HX MS analysis.
Fig. 2D tracks the rate of ADP dissociation from the NBD1
Walker A nucleotide-binding segment 211–221 in WT Hsp104.
When ADP dissociates, the segment is immediately D-labeled.
The decreasing amplitude of the not-yet D-labeled mass spec
envelope (lighter mass) measures the decreasing population
fraction that has not yet experienced ADP dissociation and
D-labeling during the H to D exposure time.
Fig. 2E plots the ADP dissociation rate. Analogous results for

the potentiated proteins are in SI Appendix, Fig. S2. For WT
Hsp104, ADP koff rate from NBD1 is 1.1 s−1, closely matching
the steady state ATPase kcat of 1.2 s−1 (Fig. 2A and Table 1).
NBD1 accounts for >99% of Hsp104 ATPase activity (45). This
equivalence suggests that ADP dissociation is the rate-limiting
step in the ATPase cycle. This view is supported by the analogous
rates measured for the potentiated mutants. A second indication
is that the functional ATPase cycle of Hsp104 carries it through
the open state, where ADP dissociation occurs, as well as
through the closed and extended states. This view is supported by
other results described below (mechanisms of potentiation, Tyr
loop HX, substrate loss during turnover).
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Equilibrium ADP Binding at NBD1.A similar experiment leads to the
apparent equilibrium Kd for ADP dissociation and, therefore,
also to the apparent ADP rebinding rate. We vary the initial free
ADP concentration and find the fraction of the population of
Walker A binding segments that is protected from HX initially,
i.e., at short H to D exposure time, within 40 ms after dilution,
where the protein still retains almost all of its initially bound
ADP. The results for ADP binding by WT Hsp104 in NBD1
(Fig. 2F) measure a Kd ∼100 μM and, therefore, an apparent
association rate constant of 104 M−1s−1. The potentiated Hsp104
variants exhibit accelerated ADP off rates and higher Kd for
ADP binding to NBD1 (Fig. 2F and Table 1).

ADP Binding at NBD2. The NBD2 site is not structurally blocked by
the MD and, perhaps for that reason, it loses and rebinds ADP
much more rapidly than NBD1. Even at low free ADP concen-
tration (50 μM), the ADP rebinding rate is comparable to that
for H to D labeling. This situation produces a major overlap
between the MS envelope that represents the unprotected pop-
ulation and the still ADP-bound and slow exchanging MS en-
velope (SI Appendix, Fig. S3), which complicates the calculation of
ADP on and off rates. We modeled site-resolved HX according

to Scheme 1 by using MS isotopic envelope shape information
(Methods). Fitting results are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S5. The
ADP off rate for NBD2, 14 s−1, is 10-fold greater than for NBD1.
The fitted ADP on rate constant for WT NBD2, 1.1 × 106 M−1s−1,
is 100-fold greater than for NBD1, leading to a 10-fold greater
ADP affinity with Kd of 12 μM. In agreement, the equilibrium
NBD2 Kd value was previously found to be 9 μM by fluorescence
of two different Trp variants (8, 45), and Kd averaged between the
two NBDs was 50 μM (53). These events are illustrated in Fig. 2G
and parameters are listed in Table 1.

Potentiation Mechanisms.All three potentiating mutations studied
here enhance Hsp104 function by speeding ADP dissociation from
NBD1. HX MS observations reveal their detailed mechanisms.
The potentiating A503S mutation placed in MD helix L3

(Fig. 1B) has only a very local structural effect. In the apo state
the mutation destabilizes only its local helix L3 host (Fig. 3 A and
C). The ADP-bound state brings L3 into a mutually stabilizing
contact with L1 in the neighboring protomer to form a bridge
across the interprotomer nucleotide-binding pocket of NBD1
(6, 7) (Fig. 1B). The A503S mutation diminishes the added
interhelix stabilization and makes the whole MD less stable than

180O

180O

WalkerA
(211-221)

A503

E360R

I187F

ADP (NBD1)

ADP (NBD2)

425-435

A503

ADP

425-435

I187

ADP

Middle Domain

Small 
Domain

I187

5Å

9Å
R419

AMPPNP

AMPPNP

467-534

A

ADP

I187
R366

E474

K480

E360
5Å

5Å

B

D

Helix L1

Helix L3 C

Fig. 1. Location of potentiating Hsp104 mutations. (A) The three mutations studied here (A503S, E360R, I187F) are highlighted in stick representation along
with other pertinent elements on a protomer (P3) in the ADP-bound open hexamer conformation (PDB ID code 5VY8) (6). Peptide fragments measured by HX
MS are 494–505 covering helix L3 (light cyan), 425–435 covering a part of helix L1 (blue), and 211–221 covering Walker A (cyan). ADP is in ball-and-stick
representation. The boundaries of the MD and the small domain of NBD1 are outlined. (B) Top view. A503 in MD helix L3 (light blue) interacts with L1 (dark
blue) across an interprotomer interface (P3 in pink to P4 in wheat). Relevant structural elements are in the same colors as in A. (C) The NBD1 small domain.
E360 forms a salt bridge with R366 (∼5 Å) and is close to other charged residues (e.g., K480 and E474) on the MD of the same protomer. (D) The main chain
atoms of I187 are within 5 Å of the adenosine moiety of the bound nucleotide to one side and 9 Å from R419 (blue) across an interprotomer interface to the
other side (P3 to P4). Segment 175–192 (interhelix B2-B3 loop) is in yellow and 415–423 in helix L1 is in light green. Bound AMPPNP is in ball-and-stick
representation. The AMPPNP-bound cryo-EM structure (PDB ID code 5KNE) is used here to represent the ATP-bound state because the same MD configuration
has been observed in a subclass of the ATPγS-bound protein (6, 27).
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in WT (Fig. 3 B and D and SI Appendix). These results indicate
that the stability of the MD L3 to neighboring MD L1 cross-
bridge modulates the interprotomer structural dynamics, as
noted in previous cross-linking experiments (28). The cross-
bridge acts as an external inhibitory gate that equally suppresses
the rate of ADP escape from and rebinding to the interprotomer
nucleotide-binding site, although the MD does not interact with
bound ADP. The MD crossbridge controls the rate-limiting ADP
release step in NBD1 and, thus, ATPase activity and functional
power (Fig. 2 D and E and SI Appendix).
The E360R mutation places the positively charged R360 near

both R366 (5 Å), N-terminal to the MD, and K480 in MD helix
L2 (Fig. 1 A and C). In the apo state, these charge-charge re-
pulsions greatly destabilize the entire small subdomain (Fig. 4 A
and C and SI Appendix). In the ADP state, stability of the small
subdomain is partially but not completely restored (Fig. 4 B and
D) by the formation of contacts with the neighboring protomer
and some MD residues (6). Unlike A503S, E360R speeds the
ADP off rate but not its rebinding rate (Table 1). These obser-
vations implicate especially the destabilized small subdomain
itself, which partly occludes the NBD1 nucleotide-binding site
(Fig. 1C), in promoting ADP release, and possibly also the MD.
The potentiating mutation I187F, placed in the interhelix B2-

B3 loop, is brought close to the adenosine moiety of the bound
nucleotide (<5 Å, Fig. 1C) in the ADP-bound open state. Among
other tested substitutions at this position, only Tyr and Trp im-
pose both a large potentiation and a cytotoxic effect at elevated
temperature comparable to I187F (43). Ala and Ser with smaller
side chains can also potentiate but less so, and they are not cy-
totoxic (43). These results imply that the bulky side chain pro-
motes ADP release by direct steric interference with the bound
nucleotide.
In addition, the I187F mutation makes the binding of ADP to

NBD1 Walker A heterogeneous, inducing only ∼30%, or two of
six, of the protomers to adopt the slow Walker A HX charac-
teristic of other ADP-bound states. The other four protomers
exhibit much lower ADP affinity (Fig. 2F). The heterogeneous
population response to ADP binding, measured directly in
Fig. 2F, is matched by the HX MS detection of two Walker A
populations with different ADP binding. This is shown by HX
protection due to ADP binding by two protomers at low ADP
concentration (with Kd = 140 μM, Table 1) and the onset of
binding in the other four protomers only at high ADP concen-
tration (SI Appendix, Fig. S6A, Kd estimated to be ∼2 mM by the
ADP-dependent centroid shift of this population). This binding
heterogeneity seems to be caused by interference of the bulky
I187F side chain with the protein’s response to ADP binding.
The I187F substitution also alters the response to ATP turn-

over. The sigmoidal ATPase activity profile and decreased Km
indicates enhanced interprotomer cooperativity (Fig. 2A) im-
plying that, in addition to speeding ADP dissociation, the mu-
tation actively stabilizes the ATP-bound state. HX measured
during ATP turnover points to the structural cause. During ATP
turnover but not in the apo nor ADP-bound states, the B2-B3
interhelix loop and MD helix L1 are both made more stable
(compare Fig. 5 with Fig. 3 A and B and with SI Appendix, Fig.
S6 B and C). In the ATP state (Fig. 1D), these two segments are
brought close to each other across the interprotomer interface in
an MD-NBD1 configuration (6, 27). It appears that the phe-
nylalanine side chain no longer clashes with the bound nucleo-
tide but is displaced and binds to R419 in the L1 helix B2-B3
loop of the neighboring MD (Fig. 1D), perhaps by an interpro-
tomer π-cation or π−π interaction (Fig. 1D). This interaction
stabilizes both segments and, therefore, the ATP state.
In summary, the ATPase activity of Hsp104 is rate-limited by

ADP release from NBD1 in the open state. In the A503S variant,
the ADP off rate and the steady-state ATP kcat are equally
accelerated (4.7-fold). In the other two variants, the increase in
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Fig. 2. Potentiating mutations accelerate ADP off rate from NBD1 and
increase steady-state ATPase turnover. (A) Steady-state ATP hydrolysis
measured by a coupled enzyme assay (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Hsp104 con-
centration was 2 μM. kcat is calculated by dividing maximum ATPase turn-
over rate by Hsp104 protomer concentration. Data points average three
replicates. (B and C) HX MS centroid plots for time-dependent H to D ex-
change of Walker A segments in NBD1 and NBD2, with and without 5 mM
ADP. Dashed curves reference HX protection factors (Pf) of 1- and 100-fold,
i.e., a slowing of HX rate by 1-fold and 100-fold, relative to the known HX
rates of unprotected amides (39, 46). (D) HX MS spectra measuring the time
course of ADP dissociation from NBD1 Walker A of WT Hsp104, starting from
500 μM initial ADP concentration and jumping to 50 μM. (NBD2 is in SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S5.) The two isotopic MS envelopes represent the still ADP-
bound HX-protected population (lighter) and the increasing fraction that
has experienced ADP dissociation and D-labeling (heavier) in the H to D
exposure time indicated. (E) The time course of ADP dissociation. Fraction
Protected refers to the fraction of Walker A sites still protected from HX due
to bound ADP, measured as in D. The data are fit to a single exponential
decay. The initial value reflects the equilibrium that exists between ADP-
bound and unoccupied Hsp104 protomers at the beginning of the mea-
surement (500 μM initial ADP). All protomers eventually become D-labeled
as a result of ADP dissociation and irreversible H to D exchange. (F) Equi-
librium ADP binding by NBD1 Walker A against varying initial free ADP
concentration measured at short HX labeling time (40 ms) as in D and E. (G)
The Hsp104 ATPase cycle with WT parameters. ATP NBD2 hydrolysis rate is
from ref. 45. ADP release from NBD1 is accelerated by the potentiating
mutations. In NBD2, slow ATP hydrolysis is rate-limiting and insensitive to
the potentiating mutations studied.
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ADP release is a bit greater than for ATP turnover, namely
4-fold versus 2.3-fold for E360R and 11-fold versus 6-fold for
I187F. For these variants, ADP release has become sufficiently
fast that other kinetic steps in the ATPase cycle (∼10 s−1) be-
come partially rate-limiting. Another conclusion is that the MD
bridge serves as an autoinhibitory element by acting as a kinetic
gate to control ADP release. Notably, the solvent-exposed po-
sition of the MD places Hsp104 activity in easy reach of cellular
control, such as Hsp70 and Hsp40. Also note that the potenti-
ating mechanisms found here are specific for the ADP-bound
open state and, therefore, indicate that, in its functional cycle,
Hsp104 cycles through the open state.

Open-State Occupation during Turnover. Speeding ADP release
may also promote Hsp104 function by minimizing time in the
open state and, thus, reduce substrate protein loss during the
ATPase cycle (6, 41, 42). Substrate is held poorly in the open

state and tends to be lost during processing, presumably due to
the increased size of the central pore, from 10 Å in the closed/
extended states to 30 Å in the open state (6, 27), and relaxation
of the substrate-binding pore loops (7). To examine this possi-
bility, we wish to discern the occupation of open and closed
states during ATP cycling and its effect on substrate retention
during active cycling. Previous work showed that the static open
state can be recognized by the HX difference between the ca-
nonical and noncanonical (“lockwasher”) interprotomer inter-
faces described in cryo-EM studies (6, 27). However, during
cycling this difference is time-averaged and obscured by fast
protomer interchange.
Alternatively, the open/closed balance might be gauged by HX

of the Tyr pore loops. In the static open state (apo, ADP) the Tyr
loops of both NBDs display fast HX at close to the free peptide
rate. In the closed state driven by bound ATPγS, HX rates are
100-fold slower (SI Appendix, Fig. S7). Consistently, cryo-EM

Table 1. Parameters for Hsp104 nucleotide binding

ADP Kd, μM ADP off rate, s−1
ATPase kcat, s−1

per protomer* Hill coefficient

NBD1 WT 100 ± 20 1.1 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1 1 ± 0.1
A503S 150 ± 10 5.2 ± 0.2 5.7 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.1
E360R 600 ± 100 4.5 ± 0.2 2.8 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.2
I187F 140 ± 30 12 ± 1 7 ± 0.1 3.3 ± 0.2

NBD2 WT 12 ± 2 14 ± 7 0.007* ND

ADP dissociation rate from NBD1 measured for the static ADP-bound open state varies between 1 and 12 s−1

with equilibrium Kd in the 100–600 μM range (pDread 8.35, 25 °C). The I187F mutant has heterogeneous ADP
binding; two protomers display the parameters listed and the other four have lower affinity with Kd ∼2 mM (SI
Appendix, Fig. S6A). Its cooperative ATPase activity (high Hill coefficient) is due to its promotion of the ATP-
bound state by formation of an interaction specific for this state (see text and Fig. 1D). In active ATPase cycling,
the mutational variants hydrolyze between 1 and 7 ATP molecules per protomer per second (pH 8.35, 25 °C).
NBD2 has much slower ATP hydrolysis, higher ADP affinity, faster ADP on and off kinetics, and it is not affected
by the potentiating mutants.
*NBD1 is thought to account for >99% of the hydrolysis (45). The errors of the first two columns are from fitting the
single exponential data in Fig. 2 E and F. The errors of the last two columns are SD calculated for three replicates.
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observation finds that the pore loops are flexible in the static
open state but they interact and become more structured when
the channel contracts in the closed and extended states (6, 27,
31). In the case of fast open/closed interchange during active
cycling, the degree of HX slowing relative to the static open state
registers the time-averaged fractional open state occupation.
Thus, Tyr loop HX can sensitively measure occupation of the
closed and open states during cycling.
For WT Hsp104, Tyr loop HX in both NBDs measured during

cycling is close to the fast open-state rate (SI Appendix, Fig. S7).
This indicates that occupation of the open state is greatly fa-
vored, as shown by cryo-EM (6). Tyr loop HX is sensitive to the
potentiating mutations. As an example, Fig. 6 A and B compare
Tyr loop HX of the I187F mutant to WT Hsp104 during ATP
turnover. HX is slowed in the mutant because it spends less time
in the open state. Substrate protein further favors the closed
state. Fig. 6 C and D compare the effect of the other mutations.
The potentiating mutations slow Tyr loop HX in both NBDs in
all protomers via contraction of the central pore, indicating a
whole hexamer effect. The effect seen for each mutant form,
with HX slowing of the Tyr loops between 3-fold and 10-fold,
matches the reduction of cycle time in the open state due to
increased ADP off rate, in the 4-fold to 11-fold range (Table 1).
The one exception, E360R, reduces open-state occupation dur-
ing steady-state turnover only with the added support of sub-
strate protein (Fig. 6 C and D), perhaps because the mutation
alone is so disruptive (Fig. 3). [The same behavior may account
for its robust potentiation ability with substrate at normal growth
temperature and low cytotoxicity at elevated growth temperature
(43) where its reduced stability may restrain its activity.]
These results document and quantify the repeated cycling and

major occupation of the Hsp104 open state during active turn-
over. The cycling protein visits the open state, presumably after
several hydrolysis events (per hexamer), releasing a number of
ADPs equal to the number of preceding ATPase reactions in the
closed state.

Substrate Retention and Loss. Does shortened time in the open
state decrease substrate protein loss during cycling? To more
definitively assess substrate protein interaction with Hsp104
during ATP cycling, we measured Hsp104 interaction with two
different substrates. We labeled casein, an often-used model
substrate protein, with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC-casein)
and measured change of fluorescence polarization (Δanisotropy).
These signals indicate slower tumbling upon binding to Hsp104.
We also developed a probe, the 123 residue α-lactalbumin (αLA)

protein to serve as a simpler homogeneous monomolecular
substrate (53, 54). We unfolded αLA by disulfide reduction and
carboxymethylation (55) and double labeled it near both ter-
mini with tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) (56–58) (SI Appendix,
Fig. S8A). In free solution, unfolded αLA adopts a collapsed
molten globular state (55) and the two terminal labels stack
yielding a characteristic absorption spectrum and quenched
low fluorescence (SI Appendix, Fig. S8 A–C). When αLA is
drawn into the Hsp104 channel, the TMR labels unstack, marked
by the expected absorbance change and fluorescence intensity
enhancement.
WT Hsp104 or the potentiated variants were mixed with each

labeled substrate in the presence of an ATP-regenerating system
intended to keep inhibitory ADP concentration low, and fluo-
rescence was measured during active turnover (Fig. 7 A and B).
WT Hsp104 produces background signal for αLA and casein,
consistent with the view that it spends most of its cycle time in
the open state, therefore retains substrate poorly and experi-
ences very low retention (Fig. 7 A and B). The potentiated var-
iants show increased signal reflecting increased substrate retention
due to less cycling time in the open state. In control experiments
with a functionally inactive double pore-loop mutant (DPLA,
Y257A/Y662A) (8, 9, 25) that specifically prohibits through-pore
translocation (SI Appendix, Fig. S8D), only background-level
fluorescence is seen, confirming that these observations reflect
through-pore behavior. Further, the processing time before final
substrate loss due to ATP exhaustion and ADP accumulation is
quantitatively matched by the known ATPase rate of each variant
(Table 1) and the available ATP (SI Appendix, Fig. S8E), con-
firming processing as expected.
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These results further support the conclusion that Hsp104
spends a large fraction of its cycling time in the open state, and
they demonstrate that speeding the ADP off rate from the open
state, thereby reducing open state occupation, reduces substrate
loss during functional cycling.

Discussion
Biological evolution has elaborated hundreds of AAA+ protein
machines that use the energy of ATP binding and hydrolysis to
remodel macromolecular structures. It seems likely that these
related proteins are based on similar principles and mechanisms
with particular adaptations for the function at hand (3). Recent
advances in cryo-EM technology now reveal what many of these
large protein machines look like and allow inferences about how
they might function (59). Testing and extending these inferences
require studies under physiological conditions. We previously
found that HX MS methods are able to separately resolve all of
the functionally active and inactive elements of WT Hsp104 in
physiological solution and measure their structural and bio-
physical properties (7). The work described here demonstrates
the ability of HX MS to delve into the inner workings and un-
cover mechanisms and regulation of Hsp104 activity during
active turnover.

Structural Basis for Hsp104 Potentiation. The special ability of HX
MS to separately measure ADP off rates from the two Walker A
binding sites produce the pivotal finding that ATP turnover is
rate-limited by dissociation of the reaction product ADP from
NBD1. The three potentiating mutations we studied act by
speeding the rate-limiting ADP dissociation from NBD1. The
A503S mutation destabilizes and makes more dynamic the outer
shell MD to MD helix L3 to L1 crossbridge and shows no other

effect. This result makes clear the autoinhibitory function of the
MD crossbridge and its mode of action. It is formed specifically
in the ADP-bound state, well positioned to suppress the inter-
protomer dynamic motions needed to allow the rate-limiting
ADP dissociation, and it is well placed for external cellular
control. E360R, one layer deeper, destabilizes the NBD1 small
subdomain, which forms part of the interprotomer interface and
the nucleotide-binding pocket, and thus promotes the interpro-
tomer dynamics needed for ADP release. An innermost muta-
tion, I187F, promotes ADP dissociation by direct steric clash
with the adenosine moiety of the bound ADP itself. The 187F
aromatic ring may further enhance activity by reorienting to in-
teract favorably with R419 and stabilize the closed state. Another
class of potentiating mutation (N566I), not studied here, has
recently been discovered in the NBD2 interprotomer interface
(43). It seems likely that this mutation potentiates Hsp104 via
some different mechanism.

Kinetic Basis for Hsp104 Regulation. We find that the rate of ADP
dissociation from Hsp104 NBD1 governs functional capability in
two ways. It rate-limits the ATPase cycle and, therefore, controls
the power output. It determines the fraction of cycle time in the
open state and, thus, controls substrate protein loss during pro-
cessing. Fig. 7C pictures the role of substrate retention during
the cycle in terms of a kinetic competition between the loss of
substrate protein from the ADP-bound open state and ATP
rebinding with continued processing in the closed state. A prior
study has similarly observed the influence of substrate dissocia-
tion on Hsp104 function during processing (41).
These results help to rationalize some puzzling observa-

tions. Ambient conditions can cause the functional impact of
ATPase activity and substrate retention to cooperate, as for the
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mutations studied here, or to compete (25, 60). For example,
despite its powerful unfoldase capability, Hsp104 can appear to
be inactive for the disaggregation and unfolding of weak sub-
strates (60). Present results suggest this occurs because of pre-
mature substrate loss from the dominant ADP-bound open state
during the ATPase cycle (Fig. 7C). Upon dissociation, sponta-
neous refolding can reverse incomplete protein processing.
Counterintuitively, unfoldase activity can increase rather than
decline when ATP is diluted with slowly hydrolyzable ATPγS
(60). This situation occurs when Hsp104 function is limited by
substrate protein loss and not by processing power. Although the
addition of ATPγS reduces peak processing power, it also pro-
motes steady-state occupation of the closed state, therefore re-
duces occupation of the open state and counters substrate loss.
Activity declines again at higher ATPγS where the power output
due to remaining ATP becomes limiting. We note that the open/
closed balance during cycling might similarly be influenced by
conditions including ATP binding with mutationally inhibited
hydrolysis (60, 61), which is like ATPγS binding, by hybridization
with suitably modified protomers (25), and by interaction with
collaborating chaperones Hsp70 and Hsp40 (14). With some
substrates, early substrate release can support rather than inhibit
function when only partial processing is sufficient. In some cases,
it may even be required, as for initiating amyloidogenesis by
assisting preamyloid oligomer formation (60, 62).

The Open State and Substrate Translocation.A major implication of
this work is that Hsp104 experiences repetitive large-scale tran-
sitions through its open and closed states during the ATP/ADP
cycle and not only the closed and extended forms. The evidence
for this view is as follows. For WT Hsp104, the steady-state
ATPase rate during cycling matches the rate of ADP dissocia-
tion from the static open state (Table 1). The potentiating mu-
tations speed the ATPase rate during cycling much as they speed
the rate for ADP dissociation from the static open state (Ta-
ble 1). The detailed mechanisms by which the potentiating mu-
tations act are largely specific for the open state (Figs. 3 and 4).
Tyr loop HX with and without substrate shows that the poten-
tiating mutations decrease the time spent in the open state
during cycling, with the size of the effects about as predicted by
the accelerated ADP dissociation from the open state (Fig. 6).
Decreased substrate loss during cycling tracks the shortened time
in the open state due to the accelerated ADP dissociation

(Fig. 7). In agreement, cryo-EM snapshots during steady-state
Hsp104 cycling observe a dominant fraction of Hsp104 in the
open state (see figure 6 in ref. 6), although this has gone largely
unremarked.
In the closed/open transition, protomers experience a large

relative vertical displacement (6). Protein substrate might be
translocated accordingly, linked to either transition. A previously
suggested translocation mechanism (6) for Hsp104 pictures
stepwise substrate translocation, two amino acids in size, driven
by a ratcheting between neighboring protomers. Results for
other AAA+ proteins have similarly been taken to suggest small
protomer-scale translocation steps, perhaps in a sequential hand
over hand through the spirally positioned protomers and pore
loops (32). The present HX MS results do not detect, but do not
rule out, this kind of small-scale transition. Both large and small
pulling modes may well occur. However, for Hsp104, the present
results argue against substrate translocation that is driven by any
mechanism without intervening visits to the whole hexamer open
state for dissociation of the accumulated ADPs. Whether the
large-scale transition itself contributes to the translocation pro-
cess, either actively or passively, in Hsp104 or other AAA+
proteins, remains to be seen. If translocation must await the
large-scale transition, this would allow a large and forceful pull
that accumulates the energies of multiple prior ATP events for
Hsp104 to disassemble highly resistant substrates (7, 25). This
strategy appears able to explain the functional spring-loaded
stroke in the NSF protein, another member of the AAA+
family, to unwind thermodynamically stable SNARE complexes
(51, 63). It is also consistent with the observation of the large 14
amino acid stroke step measured for homologous ClpB (64).

Methods
Hsp104 mutational variants were generated, expressed, and purified as
described (43, 65). HX MS experiments were done and analyzed as described
in refs. 35, 40. More extensive details are in SI Appendix.

Data Availability. Time-dependent mass centroid HX MS plots for all four
versions of the Hsp104 protein under three different conditions (apo, ADP,
and ATP) are in Dataset S1.
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Structural and kinetic basis for the regulation and potentiation of Hsp104 function 
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Materials and Methods 

Protein Purification. WT and mutant proteins were expressed and purified as described (1-3).  

Continuous labeling HX MS experiments. Hsp104 was dialyzed into H2O-buffer (20 mM HEPES, 10 mM 

MgCl2, 150 mM KCl, 2 mM TCEP (tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine), at pH 7.45). D2O buffer used for D-

labeling contained the same components, with pD (pH meter read + 0.4) adjusted to read pD 7.85 (pH + 

0.4) after 9 to 1 mixing with protein in H2O-buffer. To prepare for a typical HX experiment, 20 μM 

Hsp104 (in [monomer]) was incubated under the desired buffer conditions at 25oC for at least 5 min 

before H to D labeling. Protein with ATPγS was pre-incubated for 1 hr to allow its slow structure change 

to reach equilibrium.  

H to D labeling was initiated by 10-fold dilution into the corresponding D2O buffer. HX time points 

shorter than 10 s were collected by using a Biologic SFM4 stopped-flow device to achieve rapid labeling 

and quenching, as in(4). After varying HX labeling time, the labeling reaction was quenched by addition 

of ice-cold quench buffer of equal volume to reach a pH 2.50 and 1.5 M GdmCl and immediately injected 

into the online analysis system (pepsin digestion, LC separation, and MS measurement as described 

previously (4-7).  

Unless otherwise indicated, ADP and ATP were at 5 mM concentration in both H2O buffer and D2O 

buffer. Under such conditions, it has been shown Hsp104 is predominantly in the hexameric state (8). 

For experiments under ATP turnover conditions, solutions also contained an ATP regenerating system 

(20 mM phosphoenolpyruvate and 20 unit/ml pyruvate kinase). For experiments in the presence of 

substrate protein, denatured carboxymethylated α-lactalbumin from bovine milk was prepared as 

described in(9). α-lactalbumin was added to H2O-buffer to 3 fold over Hsp104 hexamer.  

ADP binding kinetics. Hsp104 at 20 μM was initially equilibrated with 500 μM ADP for at least 5 min at 

25 oC. To initiate ADP dissociation and H to D labeling, the Hsp104-ADP solution was diluted by 10-fold 

into D2O labeling buffer containing no ADP at pD 8.35 in a four-syringe Biologic stopped-flow device (20 

mM Tricine  at pH 8.35 to make D-labeling faster than ADP rebinding, 10 mM MgCl2, 150 mM KCl, and 

2mM TCEP). After varying times, the reaction was quenched and samples subsequently processed in the 

same way as for continuous labeling experiments.  

To measure the equilibrium ADP binding constant, varying concentrations of ADP were first incubated 

with Hsp104, then diluted into the D-labeling buffer and allowed to label for only 40 ms before 

quenching and analysis to measure the fraction of Hsp104 binding sites occupied by ADP before any 

significant dissociation occurs.  

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1921968117



HX MS data analysis. We used ExMS2 software to identify and analyze deuterated peptides as described 

in(10). Thanks to the high mass accuracy and scan stability of the mass spectrometer (Q-Exactive 

orbitrap), we were able to set the narrow mass tolerance range of 2 ppm in assigning m/z peaks to a 

given peptide. This is critical to reduce false peptide identifications which could be a serious problem for 

large proteins such as Hsp104 that can generate more than one peptide with similar m/z. Peptides that 

passed multiple ExMS2 identification check criteria were subject to further manual inspection. Only 

peptides found in most of the data points, with good signal to noise, no spurious m/z peaks, and 

consistency with overlapping peptides were included for subsequent analysis.     

Steady-state ATP hydrolysis. Steady-state hydrolysis of ATP by Hsp104 was measured by a coupled 

NADH enzyme assay (11) (Supplementary Fig. 1). The assay was performed under the same buffer 

condition as in the ADP binding kinetic measurements (20 mM Tricine (pH=8.35), 10 mM MgCl2, 150 mM 

KCl, 2 mM TCEP) in addition to 5 mM phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP), 20 unit/ml pyruvate kinase, 1mM 

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH), 20 unit/ml lactate dehydrogenase, plus ATP of varying 

concentrations between 50 μM and 10 mM, 25oC. To initiate the measurement Hsp104 was added to a 

final concentration of 2 μM. The rate of absorbance decrease at 340 nm was followed in a quartz 

cuvette with 0.2 cm light path for several minutes and converted to ATP hydrolysis rate (v) by the 

following equation.  

𝑣 =
∆𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛/∆𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

6.22𝑚𝑀−1𝑐𝑚−1 ∗ 0.2𝑐𝑚
 

in which 6.22mM-1cm-1 is the extinction coefficient of NADH at 340nm. The rate (ν) was plotted as a 

function of ATP concentration and fit to the Hill equation, where h is the Hill coefficient. 

𝑣 = 𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑡

[𝐴𝑇𝑃]ℎ

[𝐴𝑇𝑃]ℎ + 𝐾𝑚
 

 

Substrate processing measured by TMR-α-lactalbumin and FITC-casein.  

Reduced carboxymethylated α-lactalbumin doubly labeled with tetramethyl-rhodamine (TMR) was 

prepared using a modified protocol of Kuwajima et al.(12). To selectively reduce the weakest disulfide 

bond formed between Cys 6 and Cys 120, 100 μM α-lactalbumin in 50 mM HEPES and 1 mM CaCl2 at pH 

7 was treated with 3 mM DTT for 2 min at 25oC. DTT was rapidly removed by gel-filtration using a G25 

resin packed spin column and 1mM TMR-5-maleimide was added immediately afterward to label the 

two reduced Cys for 60min at 25oC. Excess DTT and iodoacetate were then added to reduce and fully 

carboxymethylate the rest of the Cys residues as in(9). The labeling efficiency was measured in terms of 

the abundance of protein chemical conjugates of different masses in a Q-Exactive orbitrap mass 

spectrometer. The doubly labeled α-lactalbumin is approximately 80% with a small population of 

unlabeled and singly labeled species. 

Real time fluorescence measurement was performed with an AVIV CD/Fl spectrometer. TMR 

fluorescence was excited at 555 nm. A 575 nm cutoff filter was used to integrate photons beyond this 

wavelength. 4 μM Hsp104 protomer was incubated with 300 nM α-lactalbumin/TMR (20 mM HEPES, 10 

mM MgCl2, 150 mM KCl, 2 mM TCEP, pH=7.45) for at least 5 min before measurements. The 

measurement was initiated by addition of 10 mM ATP and an ATP regenerating system with 100 unit/ml 



of pyruvate kinase and 5 mM phosphoenolpyruvate. Background fluorescence intensity for Hsp104 and 

α-lactalbumin/TMR in the absence of nucleotide was subtracted from all the fluorescence traces, and 

the fluorescence traces obtained in the presence of ATP were normalized to the high value obtained in 

the presence of 5 mM ATPγS.   

Fluorescein isothiocyanate labeled casein (FITC-casein) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Fluorescence 

anisotropy measurements were performed in a TECAN-infinite M1000 plate reader. The measurements 

were performed using 100nM FITC-casein under the same buffer conditions as in TMR-αLA 

measurements except for 10mM instead of 5mM phosphoenolpyruvate was used.  

Kinetic parameters for ADP binding to NBD2. A common set of parameters including ADP on/off rates 

and site-resolved HX rates was used to fit the data collected under the five different conditions shown in 

Supplementary Fig. 5 plus the apo-state. The process of H to D exchange on the peptide level was 

modeled by, first of all, defining the kinetic species H<n1, n2, … , np>D<m1, m2, … , mq>, in which <ni> and <mj> 

are indices of exchangeable sites on the peptide in question. These exchangeable sites are either in H or 

D. p+q is the total number of exchangeable sites, e.g. for the peptide 612-623, p+q=10 (the N-terminal 

and n+1 residues are not measured). For each exchangeable site, there are two possible exchange rates, 

i.e. with or without ADP bound. The without ADP bound rate equals that of the apo-state and different 

exchangeable sites may have different HX rates that are optimized by a least-squares based optimization 

routine (Matlab function lsqnonlin). The ADP-bound HX rate is slowed uniformly by a parameter (ε) 

optimized at the same time. The kinetic species H<n1, n2, … , np>D<m1, m2, … , mq> with Σmp  deuterons can be 

converted to a peptide with Σmp+1 deuterons by replacing any one of the p H sites with the site-specific 

HX rate kexl, in which l ∈ [n1, n2, …, np, m1, m2, …, mq]. For example, if H at the n1 site is replaced with D, 

then the following kinetic scheme can be used to describe this exchange event: 

 

 

The exchange of H at sites other than n1 involves the corresponding kexl  and can be described in the 

same way. HX of all the possible kinetic species can be conveniently gathered into a system matrix of the 

following form. 

H<n1, n2, … , np>D<m1, m2, … , mq> +  ADP H<n1, n2, … , np>D<m1, m2, … , mq> ∙ ADP 
kon

koff

H<n2, n3, … , n(p-1)>D< n1, m1, m2, … , m(q+1)>

kexn1

+  ADP
kon

koff

H<n2, n3, … , n(p-1)>D< n1, m1, m2, … , m(q+1)> ∙ ADP

ε *kexn1



 

The whole matrix can be divided into four sub-matrices. Each is a square matrix of T by T dimension, in 

which T = 2p+q (total number of unique kinetic species). The right upper sub-matrix and the left lower 

one represent ADP binding and dissociation events. Because ADP on and off does not result in HX, there 

are only diagonal elements for these sub-matrices. The left upper corner and the right lower corner 

represent HX events regarding apo or ADP-bound kinetic species. The two sub-matrices are almost 

identical but for the exchange rate used as previously discussed, i.e. kex’’= ε*kex. fij(kex) is a function 

of the HX rate vector kex=[kex1,…,kexl,...,kexp+q] and summarizes the total influx and efflux of the ith 

kinetic species originating from the jth kinetic species. For example, 𝑓11(𝒌𝒆𝒙) =

−[𝐻<𝑛1,𝑛2,… ,𝑛𝑝>𝐷<𝑚1,𝑚2,… ,𝑚𝑞>] ∙ ∑ 𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑖
𝑝+𝑞
𝑖=1  because all p+q sites can undergo H to D exchange and 

results in reduction or efflux of the given kinetic species. On the other hand, 𝑓(𝑝+𝑞)(𝑝+𝑞)(𝒌𝒆𝒙) = 0, i.e. 

there is no efflux originating from the all D peptide. In the end, the columns of these two sub-matrices 

should sum to zero, i.e. ∑ 𝑓𝑖𝑗(𝒌𝒆𝒙)
𝑝+𝑞
𝑖=1 = 0. 

This system matrix (M) maps out the pairwise connection between all the different kinetic species and is 

used to construct the ordinary differential equation group to model HX and ADP on and off 

simultaneously.  
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The differential equations are solved numerically by using Matlab function ode15s and the resulting D 

distribution is compared with the experimentally observed one based on the MS spectra. The difference 

is minimized by adjusting the value of ADP on and off rates (kon and koff), site-revolved HX rates (kex), 

and the uniform slowing factor due to ADP binding (ε). The optimization routine is achieved by using the 

Matlab function lsqnonlin. 
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Fig. SI 1. The regenerating coupled enzyme system used to measure ATP hydrolysis by Hsp104 (11). 

The composition of the system is described in Methods.  
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Fig. SI 2. HX MS spectra of the Walker A segment show that potentiated mutants accelerate ADP 

dissociation from NBD1. The two isotopic envelopes represent the still ADP-bound HX protected 

population (lighter) and the increasing fraction that has experienced ADP dissociation and D-labeling 

(heavier). The progression to increasing D-labeling shows the time course for ADP release by WT and the 

three potentiated mutational variants following dilution from high to low ADP concentrations (as in Fig. 

2E).  



 

 

Fig. SI 3. HX MS spectra of the Walker A segment in WT NBD2 shows that ADP binding and dissociation 

kinetics are much faster than in NBD1. Unlike NBD1, ADP rebinding rate is similar to HX, leading to poor 

envelope separation. Therefore, the ADP off rate is poorly defined. The MS spectra are sensitive to the 

different initial ADP concentrations, indicating ADP binding kinetics can be extracted from this kind of 

experiment as detailed in Supplementary Methods. 

  



 

Fig. SI 4. ADP dissociation kinetics from NBD2 are not affected by the potentiating mutations. HX MS 

spectra of the Walker A segment in NBD2 as ADP dissociates show that WT and the potentiated mutants 

all display very similar spectral overlap indicating similarly fast ADP dissociation and rebinding kinetics.  



 

Fig. SI 5. The good quality of fit to MS spectra used to extract ADP binding kinetics at Walker A NBD2 

of WT Hsp104. ADP rebinding rate was calculated by finding the best fit to the measured HX MS 

envelopes with Eq. 1, with floating ADP kon and koff and the known unbound Walker A HX rates. The black 

vertical lines are experimental data. The red curves are generated using the best fit parameters 

calculated for the competition between D-labeling and ADP rebinding as detailed in Supplementary 

Methods. 



 

Fig. SI 6. Effects of I187F on ADP binding at NBD1 Walker A (211-221) and at the interhelical B2-B3 

loop (175-192). (A) MS spectra showing heterogeneous lower and higher affinity equilibrium ADP 

binding to NBD1 Walker A in the I187F variant, as displayed in main text Fig. 2F. I187F Hsp104 was pre-

incubated with the ADP concentration indicated, and exposed to H to D exchange for 40 ms. Two 

populations are distinguished by the presence or absence of HX protection due to ADP binding. A minor 

fraction, ~1/3, displays protection against D-labeling due to ADP binding (lighter less deuterated 

population) with Kd ~140 M, but a larger population fraction (~2/3) of NBD1 binding sites remains 

unprotected (heavier more deuterated, centroids of this population in terms of number of D 

incorporation and percentages are labeled in the figure) indicating little ADP binding. This observation 

matches the two different ADP binding populations in I187F Hsp104 (main text Fig. 2F). When exposed 

to still higher concentrations of ADP the centroid of the low affinity population is seen to slide 

noticeably towards lower mass, becoming more protected as ADP begins to bind (vertical red and blue 

lines to guide the eye), yielding a rough estimate of ADP Kd ~2 mM for this low affinity population. (B&C) 

HX of the inter-helical B2-B3 loop shows little effect of I187F (or A503S) on this region in either the apo 

(B) or ADP-bound state (C). Under ATP turnover conditions, the B2 - B3 loop in I187F Hsp104 becomes 

significantly protected (main text Fig. 5), as does the MD L1 helix, suggesting a cross-protomer 

interaction in the closed state that would explain the effect of I187F on ATPase cooperativity and its 

promotion of the closed state.  



 

Fig. SI 7. Tyr loop HX reveals the global open/closed condition. (A) NBD1. (B) NBD2. The Tyr loops are 

flexible and fast exchanging in the open state. ATPS binding generates the static closed state and slows 

HX of the Tyr loops in both NBD1 and NBD2 by 100-fold. All other states spend all or most of their time 

in the fast exchanging open state with low protection factor ~10.  

 



 

Fig. SI 8. The measurement of Hsp104 interaction with substrate protein α-lactalbumin (LA) doubly 

labeled with tetramethylrhodamine (TMR). (A) Schematic illustration of doubly labeled TMR-αLA, when 

stacked and unstacked. (B) Changes in absorbance signals of TMR-αLA (500nM). In free solution the two 

TMR labels stack (blue). They unstack when separated by trypsin cutting (red) or when bound to closed 

state Hsp104 (6μM Hsp104 protomer + 5mM ATPS; magenta), characterized by a red shift in 

absorbance spectrum. (C) Changes in TMR-αLA (300nM) fluorescence (excitation 555 nm, emission 565-

665 nm) upon binding to Hsp104 (4 μM) in the presence of ATPS (5mM). The fluorescence increase is 

reversed when labeled LA is displaced by added unlabeled LA (3 μM) (from magenta to orange). (D) 

Fluorescence change due to TMR-LA (300nM) interacting with closed state Hsp104 induced by ATPS 

binding. In other states fluorescence is low (due to absence of binding or substrate loss). The 

fluorescence signal reflects labeled TMR-LA entry into and retention within the central pore, and not 

some non-specific interaction. This is indicated by the absence of fluorescence signal in the double pore-

loop mutant (DPLA, Y257A/Y662A) and also in the open state produced in the absence of nucleotide, or 

during steady-state ATP turnover, or when ATP is exhausted. (E) TMR fluorescence due to retention of 

labeled LA by I187F Hsp104 during steady state ATP turnover (normalized to high level upon ATPS 

binding, as in (D)). An ATP regenerating system was used (Methods) with two different 



phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) concentrations as indicated. When PEP is exhausted (indicated by the 

arrows in Panel E), ADP accumulates, Hsp104 shifts to the open state, and fluorescence decays reflecting 

substrate release.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION APPENDIX 

TOTAL COLLECTION OF MASS CENTROID PLOTS FOR APO, ADP, ATP HSP104  

 

A list of critical Hsp104 structural motifs or domains: 

Walker A: 212-219 (NBD1), 614-621 (NBD2) 

Walker B: 279-285 (NBD1), 682-687 (NBD2) 

Sensor 1: T317 (NBD1), N728 (NBD2) 

Sensor 2: R826 (NBD2) 

Arg finger: R333/334 (NBD1), R765 (NBD2) 

Tyr loop: 251-259 (NBD1), 659-666 (NBD2) 

NTD: 1-164 

NBD1: 165-411 & 538-556, including small domain (345-411 & 538-556) 

MD: 412-537, including L1 (413-433), L2 (439-496), L3 (498-505), L4 (510-525) 

NBD2: 557-870 

CTD: 871-908 

 


































































































































































































































































































